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Natural stone mosaic patterns are available in various permutations and combinations. You can
easily go creative in your design pattern with mosaic tiles. Mosaics are small pieces of tiles cut in
uniform size to make beautiful creative patterns. These patterns are suitable for installation as wall
cladding, flooring and make unique patterns on interior and exterior walls.

Mosaic tiles are available in different kinds of natural stones â€“ slate, sandstone, marble and granite
and all these have specific color and pattern to suit customer interest.

Type of natural stone available for mosaic pattern decides upon the cost of natural stone mosaic tile
pattern. Secondly, availability is a big factor, third is the pattern of mosaic tile.

Type of Natural stone: Mosaic tiles are created in different natural stones. The price of mosaic tile
will differ as per the type of natural stone chosen. A granite mosaic tile will be costlier than a
sandstone mosaic tile. Similarly, patterns in marble will be dearer as compared with limestone
though they reflect similar appearances but differ greatly in their quality and hence the price
difference. 

Availability: Natural stone India are available in most parts of the world. However, there are still
some places where this stone is not available. The cost of mosaic tiles will be high in places where it
is not available and has to be imported from some other place. Cost of transport will be included in
the cost of natural stone making it high for the customers. But the effect of natural stone mosaic tiles
is simply incomparable and its worth every penny therefore, people go for it. Aura and valor of
mosaic tiles is worth enjoying for the lifetime.

Color: Natural stone may not be easily available in that particular color desired by you. However,
you should not lose your patience. It is better to search online to locate the dealer for that particular
colored natural stone mosaic floor tiles. However, if that option is also unavailable change the color
pattern of your design and install it in your home. You will love the effects created by you.

Pattern of natural stone: Creativity is beautiful and it comes with a cost. Natural stone in different
shapes and sizes are needed to form an exact pattern. It may be a little difficult to find mosaic stone
needed for tiling but it is worth the search.  Make your own patterns or buy the ones which are
available with natural stone dealers

Creativity is easy with mosaic natural stone tiles. Create your favorite design and install it with
mosaic natural stone tiles.
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Largest manufacturer and a Natural Stone Suppliers, offers complete range of Natural Stones like
slate, limestone, marble & granite and has great variety of Slate flooring Tiles, a Marble Stone,
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